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Abstract
In this paper, we characterize the electricfield distribution of confined opticalmodes in a 0DTamm
structure, consisting in ametallic disk deposited on aBraggmirror. Themodes are probed at room
temperature, through the fluorescence of semiconductor colloidal nanocrystals.We perform a
combined analysis of the resonantmodes distribution in both direct space and Fourier space and
show, in good agreement with numerical simulations, that a subportion of the structurewill radiate
with a different angular distribution depending on its position. Such analysis is shown to probe the
gradient of the phase of the confined opticalmodes.

1. Introduction

Manipulating light emission and propagation inside nanophotonics structures requires afine understanding of
the characteristics of their electromagneticmodes, such as their spectral properties, their spatial distribution, or
the far-field angular radiation pattern. For instance, numerous studies have considered double Bragg reflector
(DBR)micropillar optical cavities : some studies combined spatial and spectral analysis in order tomap the
spatial electric-field distribution of each opticalmode [1–4], while other studies onmicropillars (as well as
photonic-crystal cavities,microdisks etc) combined spectral and far-field angular analysis in order to probe the
radiation pattern of each opticalmode [5, 6].

In this paper, we report the spectroscopic analysis of the electromagneticmodes excited in a 0Doptical
Tammstructure, with both spatial and angular resolutions : we select the field radiated from a sub-portion of the
structure and image its radiation pattern. Such ameasurement raises difficulties as the far-field radiation pattern
is associatedwith the Fourier transform (k-vector distribution) of the structure electric-field spatial distribution
[7], so that the photonicmodes spatial distribution and angular (k-vector) distribution cannot be probed
simultaneously wih unlimited precision.Wefind that the radiation pattern depends on the position of the
probed sub-portion of the photonic structure. The agreement betweenmeasurement and simulation shows that
the precision of simultaneous spatial and k-vectormeasurement is limited only, as expected, by diffraction.

Themodes under study are optical Tammmodes, excited at room temperature byfluorescent colloidal
nanocrystals. Optical Tammmodes are electromagnetic states confined at the interface between aDBR and a
metallic film [8, 9]. They allow a direct coupling to far-field photonicmodes, in both tranverse-electric and
transverse-magnetic polarizations [10], while for surface plasmon-polaritons far-field radiationmust be
ensured, for instance, by a grating [11, 12]. If ametallic disk ofmicrometric diameter is deposited on aDBR, the
Tammstate can be confined beneath themetallic disk [13], providing three-dimensional confinement with
versatile fabricationmethods. Coupling of such 0DTammstructures to epitaxial quantumdots has been
demonstrated at cryogenic temperature, leading to bright single-photon sources [14], enhanced fluorescence
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[15] and low-threshold polarized nanolasers [16, 17]. Tammstates have also been proposed for other
applications such as transparent contacts [18], photovoltaics [19] or biological detection [10].

The paper is organized as follows : in the second section, we describe, as a preliminary, the structure of
samples with aDBR covered by a planarmetallic layer (whichwe refer to as ‘2DTamm’ structures) or ametallic
disk (‘0DTamm’ structures) and the characterization of the optical Tammmodes dispersion relation. In the
third section, wemeasure the electric field spatial and angular distribution by probing the k-vector and spectral
properties from a portion of the disk and compare the results with numerical simulations. In the fourth section,
we discuss thismeasurement and showhow it provides a probe of the phase distribution of themodes complex
electric field (while standard imaging provides only the electric field norm).

2. 2D and 0DTammstructures

TheTammstructure4 consists in a TiO2/SiO2DBR (sevenλ/4 pairs, last SiO2 layer of thickness 89 nm) centered
atE=1.94 eV (λ=640 nm) covered by a dense layer of CdSe/CdS core-shells nanocrystals (emission
wavelength 640 nm [20]), then 60 nmof PMMAand a 55 nm layer of SiO2. The PMMA layer (same optical index
as SiO2) prevents nanocrystals frombeing oxidized and damaged during silica deposition. The SiO2 thicknesses
are chosen to tune the Tammwavelength in resonancewith the nanocrystals emission and so that the
nanocrystals are, in the z-direction, at themaximumof the Tamm state electric field. A 45 nm silver layer (for the
2DTammstructure) or silver disks with 45 nm thickness and diameters from1 to 10 μm (0DTamm—see
figure 2(a)) are then evaporated on top and covered by a protective 50 nmPMMA layer. For the 0D-Tamm
structure, the disks were obtained by optical lithography. No lift-off was performed to remove the remaining
photoresist: keeping the silver and resist layers around the silver disk does not change the Tammmode structure,
which is localized under the disk (see footnote 4), and allowsmasking the emission fromnanocrystals that are
not under the disk, whichwould otherwise hide the 0D-Tammradiation.

As a firstmicrophotoluminescence characterization, the samplewas excited by a continuous laser (470 nm,
700 μW), focused by an objective with 0.7 numerical aperture (themeasured laser spot size is about 1 μm). The
emissionwas collected by the same objective and analyzed by a spectrometer coupledwith aCCDcamera. The
rear focus plane of the objective (Fourier plane of the sample)was imaged onto the entrance slit of the
spectrometer (figure 1(a)), so that the image on the camera yields analysis of the emitted light as a function of its
energyE and its wavevector x-component kx (which is related to the angle of emission θ by kx=(2π/λ)sinθ).

Figure 1(b) shows the emission dispersion relation E(kx) for the 2DTammstructure. This curve is
characteristic of the 2DTammmodes, with no direct emission from the nanocrystals not coupled to the Tamm
modes, demonstrating the good coupling of the fluorescent nanocrystals to the Tammmodes. This
measurement is in agreementwith theE(kx) relation obtained by reflectometry (see footnote 4), shownby red
dots onfigure 1(b), confirming emission in the Tammstate. There is a slight 0.08 eV shift with respect to the
simulations (see footnote 4)due to the imperfect control of sample layers thicknesses and the quality factor of
the sample (90) is lower than simulated (200).

Figure 1(c) plots the same E(kx) dispersion relations for the 0DTammstructures with different disk
diameters. Again, the nanocrystals emission occurs only into the Tamm state. The emission from the 10 μmdisk
appears similar to the 2D case, with a parabolic curve starting at 1.97 eV.When the disk diameter is smaller than
6 μm, the higher energy part of the dispersion relation becomes less intense due to the confinement effect. For
the 4 μmdisk, a discretemode begins to appear. For the 2 μmdisk, thismode is blueshifted by 12 meV (4 nm)
with respect to the 4 μmdisk due to the Tamm state confinement. Note that we also observe emission from the
sample area outside the disk forming an optical cavity constituted by the silica and photoresist layers between the
DBR and the silver layer (parabolic curve above 2.07 eV and top of a parabolic curve below 1.98 eV).

3. Combined spatial and angular distributions of the 0DTammstructuremodes

In order to combine spatial and directional and spectral characterization of the emission, amotorized 100 μm
pinhole was added in the image plane of the sample (figure 1(a)) in order to select emission originating from a
1.7 μm (given the×60magnification between sample and image plane (figure 2(a))) portion of the sample
surface. The pinhole was translated in the image plane so that the emission fromdifferent portions on the disk
surfacewere considered seperately. The excitation laser spot, on the other hand, was kept at the center of the
disk. Let us point out that spatial selection by the pinhole inevitably introduces diffraction, leading to a
broadening of the radiation pattern by a cone of half-width 0.61λ/R=0.22 rad=12° (withR=0.85 μm). An
improvement of the spatial resolution, by using a sharper pinhole, would be at the cost of a reduced k-space

4
See supplementalmaterial at stacks.iop.org/NJP/18/083018/mmedia for sample fabrication details and support simulation details.
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resolution.Our choice of 1.7 μmspatial resolution constitutes a good compromise as it allows us to evidence, on
these structures, different k-space patterns depending on the probed position, as will be shown below.

The Tammmodes dispersion relations for detection positions x=0,±2 μmon the 10 μmdisk are plotted
infigure 2(a).When detection is performed at the center of the silver disk, the emission pattern is symmetric
with amaximum intensity at kx=0 (it is not perfectly symmetric due to imperfect positioning of the pinhole at
the center of the disk).When the detection position is shiftedwith respect to the disk center (at x=−2 μmand
x=+2 μm), the emission pattern is no longer symmetric and has itsmaximum intensity at kx<0 and kx>0
respectively.

The structure was simulated using afinite elementsmethod, with the 7(TiO2/SiO2)/Ag layer thicknesses as
defined previously and the structure covered by a 50 nmPMMA layer. In order to describe the fact that the
emitting nanocrystals are the ones inside the excitation laser spot, which is of diffraction-limited diameter, we
place 11 point sources respectively at x=−500,−400K400 and 500 nm from the disk axis, with an oscillator
strength decreasingwith |x| as aGaussian of standard deviation 1 μm. In order to take into account the spectral
shift between the designed and obtained structures, we express thewavelengths for simulations and experiments
by their energy differenceΔE=E−E(kx=0), with the fundamentalE(kx=0)=1.90 eV (=652 nm) for the
simulation and 1.98 eV (=625 nm) for the experiment.

The emitted electric field distribution is plotted at two different wavelengths infigure 2(b). The fundamental
mode shows a single lobe at the center of the cavity, while several electric fieldmaxima are observed for the
higher-energymode, corresponding to higher kx components in the electric field distribution. For bothmodes,
the emission (indicated by pink arrows normal to thewavefronts) is directed normal to the sample plane

Figure 1. (a) Schematic experimental set-up. An image of the sample is formed in the image plane, where one can add a pinhole in
order to select emission from a portion of the sample surface (section 3). The sample Fourier plane is imaged onto the entrance slit of a
spectrometer in order to provide the kx-vector and spectral resolutions. (b)Measured dispersion relation of the 2DTamm ; the red
dots are obtained from reflectometry data (see footnote 4). (c)Measured dispersion relation of 0DTammstructure with different disk
diameters. The dotted line indicates the energy of the fundamentalmode for a 10 μmdisk.
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(kx=0) on the disk axis (x=0), while it is directed leftward on the left portion of the disk, and rightward on the
right portion of the disk. The 8 meV simulation also shows clearly the relation between the outgoingwavefronts
direction and the alignment of themode lobes inside the structure (purple dotted lines). These simulation results
are in agreement with the trend observed experimentally infigure 2(a): of the twomodes centered at kx<0 and
at kx>0 observed infigure 1(c), themode centered at kx<0 is situatedmostly in the x<0 portion of the disk
while themode centered at kx>0 is locatedmostly in the x>0 portion of the sample. Similar patterns (not
shownhere)were observed at x=±1 and 3 μm. For x=0, figure 2(a), shows that the emission is a lobe
centered at kx=0.

For further quantitative analysis,figure 3(a) shows themeasured and simulated radiation pattern atΔE=8
and 25 meVover the collected numerical aperture. The simulated andmeasured patterns are in overall good
agreement. For both cases, the intensity of emission ismaximal when the detected area is at the center of the disk,
and decreases as the detected area ismoved away from the center, showing the extension of the Tammmode
below the disk. Aswas discussed already forfigure 2(a), the emission is directed normal to the sample (kx=0) for
x=0, and leftward (resp. rightward) for the left (resp. right) portion of the sample, with an increase of the
emission angle withΔE corresponding to theE(kx) parabolic relation. ForΔE=25 meV, a secondary lobe is
observed on the side of the |x|=2 μmemission patterns andwell reproduced by theory, we attribute it to the
diffraction by the pinhole. Themeasured emission lobes width at halfmaximum is of the order of 27° for |
x|=2 μm, similar to the simulated value of 22°, and can be assigned to diffraction ; however, this is not the case
for x=0: themeasured emission pattern is clearly broader than the simulated one, possibly revealing a
contribution fromdirect (not via the Tammstate)nanocrystal emission, which could be higher than simulated
due to the lower quality factor of the structure.

Figure 3(b) plots themeasured and simulated relation between the emission angle θ (center of the emission
lobe) and the detected area position x, for different emission energies. The simulation and experiment are in
excellent agreement. On each side of the disk center, the emission direction shows little dependence on the
position: |θ| is a constant as a function of |x| (for x≠0).

We perform the same analysis for the disk of diameter 4 μmwith detection positions of±1 μm. For this disk,
it was shown infigure 1(c) that the electromagnetic field confinement in the 0DTammstructure leads to a
discretization of the dispersion relation.We plot onfigure 4(a) the emission pattern for three different positions
on the 4 μmdisk, at the energy 1.99 eVof the discretized Tammmode, and compare it with the simulated
patterns (at the theoretical resonant energy 1.91 eV). Again, the x>0 (resp. x<0) portion of the cavity shows a
predominance of the kx>0 (resp. kx<0) components. These results are in agreement with the simulated
electric field distribution of the Tammcavitymode (figure 4(b)). As discussed now, the non-symmetric emission
patterns point to the importance of the complex nature of the complex electric field in the Tammstructure Ex: if

Figure 2. (a)Measured dispersion relation for detection areas at x=−2 μm, 0 and+2 μmon a 10 μmdisk. (b) Finite elements
simulation of thefield distribution Ex atΔE=0 and 8 meV (in 2Dplanewith y invariance ; we display here a 2×10.2 μm2portion of
the full simulated cell, whichwas 2.4×20 μm2 and surrounded by perfectly-matched layers). The black line shows the position of the
silver disk and the pink arrows indicate thewave front propagation directions.
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Exwas a real number, the emission patternwould be a symmetric function of kx as it would be the normof the
Fourier transformof a real function of x. Figure 4(c) plots themodulus and argument ofEx inside the 4 μmdisk

Figure 3. (a)Measured and simulated emission patterns atΔE=8 and 25 meV above the fundamental E(kx=0), for detection
positions x=−2, 0 and+2 μmon a 10 μmdisk. (b)Angle ofmaximumemission for the simulated and experimental emission
patterns, at four energiesΔE, as a function of the detection position x.

Figure 4. (a)Measured and simulated emission diagram for the confinedmode of the 4 μmdisk, for three different positions of the
detection area. (b) Simulated field distribution Ex for the 4 μmdisk resonantmode (4.2×2 μm2portion of the total simulation cell
size: 20×2.4 μm2), the black line shows the silver disk. (c)Complex electricfield Exmodulus (arb. un.) and argumentΦ(rad.) for the
same simulation.
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cavity (while figures 2(b) and 4(b) up to nowplotted the real part ofEx). Themodulus of Ex shows the
localization of the electric field inside the Tammstructure, with emission into the air and substrate. The phase f
ofEx, on the other hand, ismostly uniform inside the structure, corresponding to the stationary state (with aπ
phase at each SiO2–TiO2 interface, due to the interface negative reflection coefficient), while it increases
monotonously outside the structure, in the air and lower Braggmirror parts, corresponding to propagating
photonicmodes.

One notes however that there is, inside the volume of the stationary cavitymode, a slight horizontal phase

gradient towards increasing |x|. In a small volume around a pointA, ( ) ( )
   

f f f» +M A AMgrad . so that the

electric field in this volume can be approximated by awave of k-vector real part
 

fgrad .This explains why the
measurement of the radiation pattern at a detection position x of the structure yields a single lobe centered
around a value kx: this value is equal to the phase gradient ( )f¶ ¶x .Ourmeasurement scheme thus probes the
phase gradient distribution of the Tamm structuremode electric field, which is not accessible by other
measurement schemes : for instance, standard fluorescence imaging of the sample provides only the spatial
distribution of themodulus ofEx but not its phase, and Fourier analysis without spatial selection by the pinhole
(as infigure 1) provides only a combination of all value of kx. Themeasured data for the 4 μmdisk (figure 4(a))
show that the horizontal phase gradient is directed towards increasing |x|, in agreementwith the simulation of
figure 4(c). The same is true for the 10 μmdisk ;moreover, figure 3(b) shows that themeasured phase gradient is
uniform (θ is constant) over the x>0 and x<0 portions, in agreement with the simulated curve.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the electric field confined opticalmodes of 0D-Tammstructures with silver disk
diameters ranging from10 to 2 μm, excited byfluorescent colloidal CdSe/CdSnanocrystals.We performed
Fourier-space imaging of the emission for a selected 1.7 μmarea of the disk and showed that different detection
positions led to different emission patterns (corresponding to different kx-vector cavitymode distributions), in
good agreement with our numerical simulations. In other words, our experiment provided a probe of the phase-
gradient distribution of the 0D-Tammmode electric field. Understanding the relation between the cavity
geometry and the spatial and k-vector distribution of itsmodes is afirst step towards the control of the emission
direction of nanophotonics structures.
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